Abstract-Dynamic analysis has been playing a significant role in 7-DOF exoskeleton upper-limbed rehabilitation robot, which usually affects the choice of measurement and optimization. Firstly, functional balance method of the second Lagrange equations is applied to analyze dynamics, and the theoretical analysis of torque changing curve is drew by MATLAB in the state of uniform motion. Then, the three-dimensional entity model of the robot is imported into ADAMS to simulate dynamic, each joint driving torque changing curve is achieved in the condition of uniform motion. The correctness of the theoretical analysis and simulating analysis are verified. Finally, the maximum driving moment which provides a basis for the selection of motor and reducer is drew by ADAMS in the accelerated condition.
INTRODUCTION
The patients of cerebral apoplexy can not move voluntarily, and their rehabilitation therapy is done by the help of the physical therapist to recover the damaged brain nerve gradually. This training not suitable for operation in house is ineffective and expensive. 7-DOF exoskeleton upper-limbed rehabilitation robot has made great progress in recent years. For example: J.C. Perry, who exploited a 7-DOF new upperlimbed rehabilitation robot CADEN-7, came from the University of Washington of the United States [1] [2] . A rope driven 6-DOF upper-limbed rehabilitation robot MEDARM was designed by the University of Queen of Canada [3] . The upper-limbed rehabilitation robot system MIME [4] [5] [6] was developed by VA/Stanford University. The upper-limbed rehabilitation robot GENTLE/S [7] [8] was exploited by combination of European multinational which was led by the University of Reading. Harbin institute of technology (HIT) designed a 5-DOF exoskeleton rehabilitation robot [9] . Regarding the rehabilitation robot research status of domestic and foreign, most research of traction type upper-limbed rehabilitation robot system has been done some of which has been applied in treatment. However, the traction type of rehabilitation robot structure is too simple, which can not achieve upper-limbed rehabilitation movement of each joint. The movement of exoskeletons rehabilitation upper-limbed robot is more similar with people, simulates motion is more real, so it meets the requirements of rehabilitation training. However, existing exoskeleton upper-limbed rehabilitation robot which applies in the field of rehabilitation is relatively single. The application of it only exists on some parts of joints. A handful of integrated products can achieve rehabilitation training of each joint of the upper-limbed. Some main structures of the robot are designed unreasonably, which are difficult to satisfy the requirement of the limb rehabilitation training on flexible comfort. According to the physical therapy for cerebral apoplexy patients with upper-limbed rehabilitation training method, a kind of high efficiency, low cost, multiple degrees of freedom, security upper-limbed rehabilitation robot was put forward by Qizhi Yang [10] , combining with the mature of the robots of domestic and overseas, which is shown in Fig.1 . It is regarded as a kind of active movement mechanism in the early stage activity training of patients. Its 7-DOF moved not only independently but also jointly. The problem of dynamics has two aspects which are similar to kinematics. On the one hand, the force and moment of each joints of the robot is known to solve the acceleration, velocity and displacement of each joint; On the other hand, the acceleration, velocity and displacement of each joint is known to solve the driving moment of each joint or force. This thesis mainly discusses the second problem of movement. Dynamic analysis is the foundation to solve the problem of robot control. At the same time, the maximum driving moment and change regularity of each drive system can be obtained with dynamic analysis, which provides a basis for selection of the motor and design of control system.
II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

A. Lagrange dynamics modeling
Lagrange function (L) is defined as difference of kinetic energy ( k E ) and potential energy ( P E ):
k E and P E are expressed by base coordinate, so the dynamics of the mechanism can be written as the following equation:
B. The simplified dynamic model of rehabilitation mechanical arm The three-dimensional entity graph diagram and schematic diagram of mechanical arm of 7-DOF exoskeleton upperlimbed rehabilitation robot which based on serial mechanism are shown in Fig.1 . 3 serial revolute joints are designed on the shoulder joint, the axes of which intersect at a point. 3 serial revolute joints are designed on the forearm and wrist joint, the axes of which intersect at a point. Elbow joint at 4 th revolute joints connected two parts, so the whole mechanical arm can realize 7-DOF coherent movement. The establishment of a dynamic coordinate system and the dynamics analysis are conformity, which is shown in Fig.2 . According to the reference [11] , the following equation can be got:
Industrial robot is mainly researched in reference [11] , the Lagrange function (L) can be changed by the following equation.
According to the Equation (2) and Equation (4), the following equation can be got:
According to the structure of the robot, the Equation (5) can be written:
D is ignored, so Equation (5) can be simplified by the following equation:
According to the reference [11] [12] , the following equation can be got: [ ] 
C. Calculation of ij D
According to the related knowledge of dynamics analysis:
According to the reference [12] , the following equation can be got: 
When p=1~7, the following equation can be got:
Because the matrix is complex, the complicated calculation of the matrix can be completed with the aid of the powerful matrix operation function of MATLAB [13] . In order to programme conveniently, the equation can be rewritten according to the algorithm of matrix trace: 
D. Calculation of i D
The expression can be written as the following equation:
All parameters can be got by MATLAB in similar methods.
III. ADAMS SIMULATION AND THE MAXIMUM MOMENT METHOD
A. The comparison ADAMS simulation curve with theoretical analysis
In order to simplify the calculation process and improve the calculation accuracy, the above parameters and ai I can be obtained by setting up the accurate three-dimensional entity model and set the corresponding material properties and coordinate system by Pro/E. The coordinate system is identical with D-H Coordinate system of the robot. The specific method is following: 1) The inertia moment, rotary inertia, centroid coordinates and other parameters can be obtained by Pro/E which are shown in TABLE (I, II); 2) The powerful calculation function of MATLAB is exploited to finish the calculation process of dynamic theory and draw out the theoretical curve. The equation is too complex in the accelerated condition. The theoretical curve can be drew under the uniform velocity state in limited hardware conditions, which is shown from Fig.3 ~ Fig.9(a) . The three-dimensional entity assembly is drew by Pro/E, constraints of which are added by Mech/pro. And it is imported into ADAMS [14] to get the corresponding joint torque curve whose working process of the dynamics simulation analysis is similar with MATLAB, which is shown in Fig.3 ~ Fig.9(b) . As shown from Fig.3 to Fig.9: 1) The trend of the theoretical calculation curve is similar to that of simulation which verifies the correctness of the theoretical analysis and establishes a foundation for further analysis; 2) The graph line extremum which is drew by ADAMS is slightly smaller than that which is drew by MATLAB, because the centripetal force and the Coriolis force are ignored in the process of theoretical analysis, which is related to speed. The speed is not zero in the ADAMS simulation process; 3) Compared with the graphics, the Centripetal force and the Coriolis force can be ignored in the process of theoretical calculation.
B. Work out the biggest driving moment
The change of driving torque curve of each joint and the maximum driving moment can be obtained by the application of simulation analysis of ADAMS in the maximum acceleration condition. The dynamics simulation needs to satisfy the following conditions in the acceleration conditions: 1) Every joint through theoretical maximum torque location in the process of simulated; 2) The maximum acceleration in actual operation is simulated; 3) The reasonable friction coefficient is set where exists dry friction which can not be ignored. The joint torque curves after simulating are shown in Fig.10~Fig.16 . The absolute value of the maximum torque is registered in TABLE (III). The datum is the basis of the design of the driving gear. 
CONCLUSION
The theoretical analysis of dynamics of 7-DOF exoskeleton upper-limbed rehabilitation robot is researched by applying the second Lagrange function balance method equation. The correctness of dynamics analysis is verified by comparing the theoretical curve which is drew by MATLAB in uniform velocity and simulating curve which is drew by ADAMS under the similar condition. Maximum driving torque of each joint is obtained by ADAMS simulating the torque curve in the maximum acceleration conditions. The datum can be used as a basis for the selection of motor and reducer.
